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WELCOME TO GLOBAL DIGNITY! 

A LITTLE BACKGROUND

Global Dignity was born out of a question posed by three Young Global Leaders at the 2006 World Economic
Forum: what is the root cause behind the rampant violence, intolerance and injustice in our world? They came to
the realization that the lack of a real understanding of the concept of dignity—every person's inherent and
equal value—and the recognition of our shared humanity, lay at the heart of the conflict and polarization
happening all over the world.

Determined to unite more people in creating a life of dignity for all, these young leaders—Crown Prince Haakon of
Norway, John Bryant and Pekka Himanen—launched Global Dignity in 2009 with a workshop in one small
classroom in Switzerland.

Global Dignity has since grown into an extraordinary global community of people working to promote and
strengthen a sense of our shared humanity. Our leaders in 80 countries, together with teachers, youth leaders,
parents and volunteers, have engaged more than 3 million people through workshops, learning experiences and
events that encourage more understanding, compassion and love as antidotes to hate and intolerance.

On behalf of the entire Global Dignity community, welcome! 

On Global Dignity Day, everyone, everywhere is encouraged to look beyond what divides us and recognize the
humanity we share through inspirational, interactive events. 

Every Global Dignity Day event will be different, and we encourage you to make it your own. In this toolkit you
will find lots of ideas and resources to help you plan an event of your own. Events can be any size and take
place anywhere.

Global Dignity Day officially takes place on the third Wednesday of October each year (that's October 20 for
2021), but we encourage you to hold your event on any day in October—or beyond!—that works best for your
school or organization. 

WHAT IS GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY?



HOW THIS TOOLKIT WILL HELP

This toolkit will help you organize a Global Dignity Day in your school, community center, place of worship—
anywhere you choose to celebrate and build an understanding of dignity. 

It includes ideas for your a sample Global Dignity Day schedule, additional activity ideas and tips for keeping the
momentum going even after your event.

While young people are at the heart of the Global Dignity movement, you can use this toolkit and other Global
Dignity resources to introduce people of all ages to the transformational concept of dignity.

As a Global Dignity Day facilitator, it is important that you have a solid understanding of dignity. 

Here is a definition of dignity that you may find helpful:

Dignity is a quality that every person is born with. Dignity is our inherent value and worth as a human being. 
We all matter equally. Because everyone is equal in their humanity, we all deserve and have the right to be treated
well and respectfully. In turn, we all have a responsibility to uphold everyone else’s dignity through words and
actions.
 
Dignity and respect are often used interchangeably but they do not mean the same thing. Dignity is inherent.
Respect is earned. We gain someone’s respect—or lose it—based on our actions, abilities or achievements. Not
everyone earns our respect, but everyone deserves to be treated respectfully, simply because they are a human
being. 
 
Our sense of whether our dignity is honored or violated is influenced by many factors, including culture,
circumstances and the ways we are treated. Words and actions can have an enormous impact on a person’s sense
of dignity—which is one of the reasons it is so important to uphold a person’s humanity during our interactions
with them. 

We recommend downloading Dignity: The Essentials for a quick overview of what dignity is and how it impacts
the way we see ourselves, as well as our relationships, cultures and societies.

Dr. Donna Hicks' book, Dignity, is another wonderful resource for understanding dignity.

UNDERSTANDING DIGNITY YOURSELF

https://globaldignity.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Dignity-The-Essentials_Global-Dignity.pdf


A NOTE ON HOSTING EVENTS DURING COVID-19

We know that many of you are currently unable to hold in-person events due to COVID-19 restrictions. We have a
number of activities that work well in virtual settings. Simply visit the Teaching Dignity section of our website
(globaldignity.org/teaching) and look for the learning experiences labeled "Virtual Option!"

Our new Dignity Workshop for ages 12+, Unique and Connected, is another great option for virtual events. 

Now, let's get started!

© Global Dignity | updated August 2021

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/teaching-tools/#learner_experiences
https://globaldignity.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Unique-and-Connected_Ages-12-Up_Dignity-Workshop-Guide.pdf
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GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY: THE BASICS

On Global Dignity Day, everyone, everywhere is encouraged to look beyond what divides us and recognize
the humanity we share.

Often, it is celebrated with inspirational and/or interactive events to engage people of any age in understanding
dignity—every person's inherent and equal worth. Events can be any size and take place anywhere (including
online). 

In this toolkit you will find ideas and links to resources to help you organize a Global Dignity Day event.
These are simply suggestions—design your event in the most impactful and meaningful way for you! 

WHAT IS GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY?

A Global Dignity Day event can be organized by anyone, anywhere! All of our resources are designed to make it easy
to explore dignity with people of any age. No teaching experience required!

WHO CAN ORGANIZE A GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY?

A NOTE FOR EDUCATORS

Global Dignity’s learning experiences align with a multitude of education initiatives, including those focused on
social-emotional learning, global education and citizenship, anti-bullying, values and ethics, human rights, empathy
and compassion, project-based learning and the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. They provide participants
with the opportunity to improve skills such as critical thinking, collaboration, taking action, communication, team-
building and teamwork, and exploring the world. 

You will find learning experiences for all ages on the Teaching Dignity section of our website
(globaldignity.org/teaching).
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Global Dignity Day 2021 is Wednesday, October 20.

Although we officially mark Global Dignity Day on the third Wednesday of October each year, you can hold Global
Dignity Day activities at any time during October. 

October doesn't work for you? No problem! Celebrate on the date that works best for you. 

WHEN IS GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY?

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/teaching-tools/


understand what dignity is. 

recognize their own inherent worth and value—and to recognize these same qualities in others.

explore what dignity can look like in action.

express in their own words what dignity means for them. 

be inspired to use dignity in their day-to-day interactions.

feel a connection to others.

realize that their own dignity is mutually dependent on the dignity of others.

understand that honoring one’s own dignity and the dignity of others will improve their relationships and
communities.

Global Dignity Day is a powerful and uplifting way to explore our shared humanity. No matter the country or setting,
Global Dignity Day helps participants:

WHY CELEBRATE GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY?
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GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY: THE BASICS (CONTINUED)



Many schools, and community and youth organizations have used the following framework for their Global Dignity
Days. This sample schedule is designed for a two-three hour Global Dignity Day, which can easily be shortened or
extended.  

STEP 1: Introduce your inspirational speaker, or a Global Dignity Day participant who will share their dignity story.
Emphasize that it takes a lot of courage to share our stories, so we need lots of clapping afterwards! 

STEP 2: The speaker tells their dignity story which s/he has prepared in advance. You'll find dignity story
examples at the end of this toolkit. 

DIGNITY STORY FROM AN INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER OR PARTICIPANT (5-10 minutes)

SAMPLE GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY SCHEDULE  
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TIP!

STEP 4: Show a short video reflecting the dignity values. 

INTRODUCTION (5-10 minutes)

STEP 1: The event facilitator/school head/teacher welcomes everyone.

STEP 2: Explain what Global Dignity Day is and why you are holding a Global Dignity Day event.

STEP 3: Give an overview of the concept of dignity:

Dignity is our inherent value...an inextricable part of what it means to be a human being.
Everyone is born with dignity and no one can take it away.
We can all strengthen our own sense of dignity and that of others through our choices and actions.
With more dignity, our communities and the world would be a more just, peaceful place. 

OPENING SESSION (20-40 MINUTES)

Visit the Teaching Dignity section of our website (globaldignity.org/inspiration)
for plenty of videos that show dignity in action. 

An inspirational speaker should be committed to living a life of dignity and respecting the dignity of others.
Examples of speakers from past Global Dignity Days include artists, entrepreneurs, human rights activists,
athletes, educators and filmmakers.

Inviting someone from your school or organization to share his or her own dignity story is another effective way 
to inspire participants to open up and share their own experiences with dignity. 

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKERS

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/inspiration/


A guest musician or student group performs, or play the "Dignity Song" by Nadirah X. 

MUSIC (10-15 minutes)

STEP 1: The event facilitator/school head/teacher concludes the session by thanking participants and speakers. 

STEP 2: Explain what activities are planned for the day, and encourage everyone to actively take part.

STEP 3: Participants move on to their Dignity Workshop or next activity. 

OPENING SESSION CONCLUDES (3 minutes)

SAMPLE GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY SCHEDULE (CONTINUED) 
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STEP 1: Use one of our new Dignity Workshops to explore the themes of labels, identities and acceptance
("Celebrating Me, Celebrating You" for ages 8-11; and "Unique and Connected" for ages 12+). 

Or, you can use one or more of our learning experiences found on the Teaching Dignity section of our website
(globaldignity.org/teaching). These are available in English, Arabic, French and Spanish.

All of these resources are easy to follow, fun and engaging, and customizable.

STEP 2 (Optional): During your workshop, identify one or more participants who will share their dignity
stories during the Closing Session.

DIGNITY WORKSHOP (60-90 MINUTES)

The sharing of personal dignity stories is one of the most powerful
moments of the day. We encourage you to build time for sharing stories into
your workshop. You'll find sample dignity stories at the end of this toolkit.

TIP!

Dignity Workshops are an important part of any Global Dignity Day event. They focus on understanding the
concept of dignity, exploring dignity in its many forms, and sharing personal experiences with dignity.
Dignity Workshops are interactive in order to encourage each and every participant to internalize the dignity
values and principles.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9lrln6-RZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=6UHBIrz8D5A
https://globaldignity.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Celebrating-Me-Celebrating-You_Ages-8-11_Dignity-Workshop-Guide.pdf
https://globaldignity.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Unique-and-Connected_Ages-12-Up_Dignity-Workshop-Guide.pdf
https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/teaching-tools/#learner_experiences


SAMPLE GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY SCHEDULE (CONTINUED)  

STEP 1: The event facilitator/school head/teacher recaps the day’s events and thanks all of the participants,
volunteers, speakers, etc., for participating in Global Dignity Day.

STEP 2: Introduce participants who will share their dignity stories, or a musician or inspirational speaker.

RECAP AND THANK YOU (2 minutes)

FINAL REMARKS, THANKS AND INSTRUCTIONS (3 minutes)

CLOSING SESSION (10-20 MINUTES)

DIGNITY STORIES (5-15 minutes)

One or more participants share personal dignity stories from their workshop session.
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A NOTE ON VIRTUAL EVENTS

COVID-19 restrictions may make it impossible to hold in-person events. We have a number of activities that
work well in virtual settings. 

Simply visit the Teaching Dignity section of our website (globaldignity.org/teaching) and look for the learning
experiences labeled "Virtual Option!"

Our new Dignity Workshop for ages 12+, Unique and Connected, is another great option for virtual events. 

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/teaching-tools/
https://globaldignity.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Unique-and-Connected_Ages-12-Up_Dignity-Workshop-Guide.pdf


mural paintings
writing and performing songs or poems
dancing

CREATIVE PROJECTS

Creative projects use art to deepen participants’ understanding of dignity and help them to think creatively
about how to express dignity. 

Some creative projects from the past include:

providing support to a refugee community
visiting a senior center or school for differently-abled children
cleaning up a community park
planting a garden or tree

DIGNITY SERVICE PROJECTS

Service projects allow participants to experience dignity-in-action within their own communities, and feel
empowered to make a difference. 

Examples of dignity service projects include:
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There is no right or wrong way to hold a Global Dignity Day—you know your school, organization or community
best, and we encourage you to make the day your own!

Here are some additional activities that people around the world have incorporated into their Global Dignity
Days. 

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY IDEAS

find a local band to perform
ask one or more participants to perform
create a drumming circle with some or all participants
ask participants to suggest songs that reinforce the message of dignity and play them at the close of your
event

MUSIC 

Music is an inspiring way to open or close your Global Dignity Day. Tap into your networks—you never 
know who might have a connection to a musician willing to donate his or her time! 

You might:

http://www.insideoutproject.net/en


TIP!
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY IDEAS (CONTINUED)

FILM AND VIDEO

Short films and video clips that reinforce dignity messages, or that reflect on what happens when a person’s
dignity is not honored, can really help participants understand what dignity is all about. 

Documentary filmmakers, or filmmakers who have incorporated dignity into their work, can make for great
inspirational speakers. Participants can even use their phones to create their own brief videos about dignity.

Visit the Teaching Dignity section of our website for plenty of inspirational
videos (globaldignity.org/inspiration). Global Oneness Project is another
fantastic resource for high-quality films.

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/inspiration/
https://www.globalonenessproject.org/


Even small Global Dignity Day events often require at least a modest budget for materials, equipment rentals or
refreshments. Every community has a different culture of philanthropy and corporate giving, but here are some
ideas for identifying potential funders or event sponsors:

FUNDRAISING

Enlisting volunteers who share your belief in the importance of dignity can be key to a successful Global Dignity
Day, whether they help facilitate activities, document the day through photos and video, spread the word through
your local media or social media, or simply be on hand to help the day go smoothly. 

Volunteers come from all walks of life, but here are some possible sources to consider:

Retired principals and teachers 

Parents and grandparents

Women’s groups and mothers groups 

Local university students, especially those studying education, conflict resolution or international relations

(university department heads are often happy to alert their students to volunteer opportunities related to their

studies)

Corporate employees 

Global Shapers from the World Economic Forum (there are Global Shaper hubs in hundreds of cities around the

world. They are a great source of energy and people power.) 

Local volunteer associations dedicated to community improvement and nonprofit work, like Rotary

International 

RECRUITING VOLUNTEERS

CREATING A NETWORK OF SUPPORT: VOLUNTEERS AND FUNDRAISING 
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Many cities and towns also have online forums for posting volunteer
opportunities, or physical bulletin boards in coffee shops, libraries,
universities, etc. 

Think about companies in your community that care about youth leadership, education, inclusivity, justice or
peace-building, that may be willing to underwrite your event. You may want to offer to include their logo on any
marketing or printed materials in exchange for their support.  

BUSINESS OR CORPORATE SPONSORS

Some embassies and offices of mayors and other local leaders offer small grants for cultural and community work.
Ambassadors and local leaders can also make for great Global Dignity Day speakers.

EMBASSIES AND LOCAL LEADERS

Grassroots fundraising in the form of small donations from individuals in your community can be very effective,
especially if those same community members are welcome to participate in Global Dignity Day. 

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

TIP!

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/teaching-tools/


There is no better way to demonstrate the power of dignity in action than through the moments you capture during
your Global Dignity Day activities. But it’s easy to forget to capture them while you are busy facilitating your event!
Deciding in advance what and how you would like to document your Dignity Day will help. 

Here are some ideas for sharing your day's activities on social media, your website or e-newsletters: 

Think about how to keep the collective insights and individual goals that emerged during your Global Dignity Day.
Here are some ideas:

DOCUMENTING AND SHARING YOUR GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY ACTIVITIES

KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING 

Record participants’ dignity stories (with their permission), remarks by your inspirational speaker, and/or
musical performance.

Record short videos of participants describing “To me, dignity means…,” or “I put dignity into action by….”
Or, take photos of participants holding signs with these questions and their responses.

Record short videos or ask participants to write down what they learned about dignity—and how they will use
it in their daily life. 

When posting on social media, use the hashtags #globaldignity #globaldignityday and #thisisdignity.

Permanently hang a large piece of paper listing some of the most impactful and inspirational ideas to emerge
from the day. Or, allow participants to add their thoughts on dignity to the paper over time.

Ask any participants who were particularly engaged during Global Dignity Day to write a blog post or newspaper
article about the impact that their new-found understanding of dignity has had on their lives.

Use the Dignity Workshop guides or learning experiences available on our website
(globaldignity.org/teaching) to continue exploring dignity.

Like anything we want to do well, dignity must be practiced. Here are some ways you can encourage participants
to keep dignity top of mind even after Global Dignity Day, along with ways to stay in touch with us at Global Dignity 
(we hope you will!).

HOW TO MAKE A LASTING IMPACT 

In order to share any photos or videos, written consent is needed from parents
or adults, or schools/centers must confirm that written consent has been given.
Otherwise, please take photos from behind so that faces are not visible. 
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IMPORTANT!

https://globaldignity.org/teaching-dignity/teaching-tools/


Everyone who celebrates Global Dignity Day joins a global community of people committed to living lives of dignity
and treating others with dignity. We hope you’ll stay connected and share your successes and challenges with us!

Please share your reflections, highlights, challenges, ideas, photos and videos with us at info@globaldignity.org. 
We would love to hear from you.

SUBMIT GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY FEEDBACK

Encourage participants to consciously incorporate acts of dignity into their daily life. They can also visit
globaldignity.org/pledge to join thousands of people who have taken the Dignity Pledge. 

PLEDGE YOUR COMMITMENT TO DIGNITY!

Visit globaldignity.org to join our e-mail list. 

SIGN UP TO RECEIVE OUR E-NEWSLETTER

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter: @GlobalDignity 
Follow us on Instagram: @Global__Dignity

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

STAY CONNECTED AFTER GLOBAL DIGNITY DAY 
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HOW TO MAKE A LASTING IMPACT (CONTINUED)

https://globaldignity.org/pledge/
https://globaldignity.org/pledge/
https://globaldignity.org/


Special thanks to the dedicated educators who contributed their ideas to this toolkit: Emily Liebtag, Deanne Moore
and Janice Walton.

And thank you for creating a more inclusive, just and peaceful world through dignity!

Global Dignity
195 Broadway, Fl 5
New York, NY 10007

www.globaldignity.org
info@globaldignity.org

THANK YOU

HOW TO FIND US

our mission is to unite everyone with the belief that we all deserve to live a life of dignity.
 

our vision is a world where compassion, understanding and love triumph
over intolerance, injustice and inequality.

globaldignity.org @globaldignity @global__dignity

http://www.gettingsmart.com/
http://www.gettingsmart.com/


When I was 15, my family and I moved to a new city. I started attending a new school in the middle of the school
year. I didn't know anyone, I didn't know my way around the school, and I felt very lonely and intimidated. 

Gym class was the worst. I dreaded every time teams were chosen. One by one, my classmates would be selected
for teams. I was chosen last, or close to last, for weeks.   

One day I saw one of my classmates, a young woman named Tania, whisper to her friend who was selecting team
members. Suddenly, my name was called...I was selected for the team! Tania and I became friends from that
very day. We never talked about it, but I know she asked her friend to choose me for the team.

That one simple action changed the way I felt about school. I felt accepted and like I mattered. 

EXAMPLE 1

I have an elderly neighbor named Anthony. Anthony's wife of many years passed away last year. 

I don't know him well, but I wanted to do something to support him during this difficult time. I called several of my
neighbors and asked if they would choose one day in the next month to bring dinner to Anthony. Each of them
called another neighbor or two. 

Pretty soon, we had a full schedule of dinners for Anthony. I will never forget the look on his face when I brought
him his first meal and told him this was just the first of many visits he would receive. 

It wasn't only Anthony whose spirits were lifted. All of us neighbors feel much more connected and supported as a
community. 

EXAMPLE 2

I went food shopping last week. There were two people ahead of me in the check-out line—a woman first and a man
behind her. When the cashier told the woman her total bill, she looked embarrassed and asked the cashier to
remove several items from her order. 

The man asked the cashier to please leave those items in the woman's order, but to add them to his bill. 

I couldn't stop thinking about it all day: how the woman's face changed from embarrassed to a relieved smile. It
motivated me to look for opportunities to step in and help where I can someone in need.

EXAMPLE 3

DIGNITY STORY EXAMPLES


